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In June of 1970 the Rev. Theodore M.
Hesburgh, C.S.C., president of the University of
Notre Dame, received the American Association of
University Professor's Alexander Meiklejohn Award
for his "outstanding contribution to the cause of
academic freedom." Hesburgh was the first Catho
lic ever to receive the award, and the AAUP went
out of its way to explain that this fact was not
some fortuitous afterthought in its deliberations.
Hesburgh was being rewarded for defending the
integrity of the Catholic university against the pre-
dations of the Catholic Church. Hesburgh received
the award because he believed that a "Catholic
university must have true autonomy and academic
freedom in face of authority of whatever kind, lay
or clerical, external to the academic community
itself." Lest there be any doubt about which au
thority might prove most threatening at Notre
Dame, the AAUP cited Notre Dame's stance in the
w^e of HumoJiae Vitae, the 1968 encyclical of
Pope Paul VIwhich labelled contraception immoral.
Hesburgh was praised because "external ecclesi
astical controls at some other Catholic universities
have not been permitted at Notre Dame."

The sentiments were edifying if one shared the
ideological view which spawned them, but they
were deceptive as well. Hesburgh after all did claim
to be defending the Catholic university against
"authority of whatever kind, lay or clerical, to the
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university itself," but in practice —and the AAUP
award makes this clear—the main defense was
against the meddling of the Catholic Church, spe
cifically the curia in Rome. Hesburgh makes this
fairly explicit in his autobiography. God, Country,
and Notre Dame, where he dedicates an entire
chapter to the topic of academic freedom. "In
1954." he writes, "we had a classic confrontation
over the issue of academic freedom, with Notre
Dame on one side and the Vatican on the other."
In this confrontation. Father Hesburgh sided with
the liberal American Jesuit John Courtney Murray
against eveiy liberal Catholic's favorite villain since
the time of Vatican II, Alfredo Cardinal Ottaviani.
In this Enlightenment morality play, the forces of
American light and progress triumph over the
forces of Italian darkness and dogma. It's a bit like
a Henry James plot as told by a less refined mind.

Reading Hesburgh's autobiography, one comes
quickly to the conclusion that this American pro
gressive vs. Roman authoritarian paradigm was
not only representative: it was normative; it was
exhaustive. "Authority of any kind" was Hesburgh's
way of saying the Vatican. As long as he could
define the struggle in those terms he would look
good to eveiyone but people in the curia. Certainly
he was looking good to the people at the AAUP in
1970. But casUng the confiict in those terms tells
in effect only half the story. Rome was not the only
threat to academic freedom at the time, nor was it
the most serious. Curious by its absence from
Hesburgh's largely self-serving account of himself
as a defender of academic freedom Is any mention
of the role which foundations played at Notre Dame
at the time. One gets the impression that the only
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people who threatened academic were aging cler
ics like Cardinal Ottaviani or that the progressive
types who staffed places like the Ford. Rockefeller
and Camegie foundations at the time were com
pletely disinterested when it came to how their
money was to be spent. Subsequent research
shows that this was not the case.

In many respects, Notre Dame's attitude to
ward academic freedom was a one way street. It
blocked traffic from Rome as a way of expediting
commerce with New York and Washington, home
of the foundations
and the Supreme
Court respectively.
Hesburgh's position
looks plausible as a
defense ofacademic If Father Hest
freedom only when . - -
he gets to present IICSS tO URUi p
the evidence. Notre roiirt IS anv 11
Dame's attitude to- COUn ia> Ally 11
ward the showing of what he holds
Martin Scorcese's » - _ .
film The Last Temp- IS ClC3X tllAt tJ
tation of Ch^t on JeSUS Chrfst f
campus m 1989 is
a good indication of tailt SCCOIld t<
this double stan-
dard in action. lOOtDflll
When a number of that aCademiC
people, professors
and students alike, Notre Dame si
claimed that the cQrnp douhlG S
film was blasphe- SamC QOUDIC &
mous and that a application.
Catholic university - , -
had no business ex- authonty Ol '
posing undergradu- klTlH CXteri
ates to scenes of Kina. . . cxicri
Jesus Christ and versity itself
Mary Magdalen _.
having sexual inter- eiieillieS tO til
course, Hesburgh's
successor Rev. Ed-
Ward Malloy, C.S.C.
wrote to the effect.
The movie, The Last Temptation of Christ.^ is but
one of a wide range of films to be shown on cam
pus this year. I am confident that those who choose
to view it will have plenty of opportunity for dis
cussion and analysis, including from a Christian
perspective." The message is clear: some people
might consider this sort of thing disrespectful of
the person of Jesus Christ, but academic freedom
prevails at Notre Dame, even when it involves
highly-offensive portrayals of Christ's non-existent
sex life. The undergraduates at Notre Dame duly
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absorbed the message that they were to be scru
pulously tolerant when it came to matters vene
real, even if they involved aspersions cast on their
Lord and Savior. "So what Jesus did in his private
life is totally up to Him," one sophomore opined at
the time.

Twenty-five years earlier, however, when Notre
Dame was run by the man destined to receive the
Meiklejohn Academic Freedom award the univer
sity had a different attitude toward films and cen
sorship. In December of 1964, the University of

Notre Dame, with
President

Theodore M.

Hesburgh co-
signing as a

If Father Hesburgh's willing-
ness to haul people into supreme court
court is any indication of Tw^ueth^ce"
what he holds sacred, then it john
is clear that the person of coidjarb, piease
Jesus Christ finishes a dis- "taring
tant second to Notre Dame's shiney McLain

, - - which revolves
football team. It is also clear around the com-

that academic freedom at
Notre Dame suffered from the Arab purchases

- - - , - - . the Notre Dame
same double standard in its football team.

application. When it came to
"authority of whatever film was guilty of
kind... external to the uni- p^ttag^for pri-
versity itself there were no benefit ae
enemies to the left. good name of the

University with
out consent and
over its objec
tions." Father

Hesburgh went onto claim that distribution of the
film would "cause irreparable damage" to Notre
Dame.

If Father Hesburgh's willingness to haul people
into court is any indication of what he holds sa
cred. then it is clear that the person of Jesus
Christ finishes a distant second to Notre Dame's
football team. It is also clear that academic free
dom at Notre Dame suffered from the same double
standard in its application. When it came to "au-



thority of whatever kind . . . external to the univer
sity itseir there were no enemies to the left. The
only threat came from the Vatican. This may have
become the conventional wisdom of academe by
1970, but it was not always so. During late 1954,
a Congressional subcommittee chaired by Carroll
Reece of Tennessee came to the conclusion that
the tax-exempt foundations were much more than
a threat to academic freedom, they were a threat
to the institutions of the republic itself. These
institutions." Rene Wormser wrote in his account
of the hearings.

may exert political influence, support subversion,
or exhibit tendencies conflicting with our national
traditions. The emergence of richly endowed juridi
cal persons with self-perpetuating boards of direc
tors, free from any formal responsibility for their
policies and actions and growing in number and
wealth, deserves the fullest attention of all who are
concerned for the future of our Republic, (p. 4)

Eventually Reece and his committee were
tarred with the brush of McCarthyism and the
hearings were sabotaged, primarily as a result of
the outrageous and disruptive behavior of Rep.
Wayne Hays of Ohio, but the issue they raised
were not going to go away. To give just one in
stance, one that particularly raised the ire of Hays,
the Reece Committee looked into Rockefeller's
funding of Kinsey and the deleterious social con
sequences that was having. The investigation even
tually got shut down, mostly because of Hays, but
three decades later when it had become apparent
that 1) Kinsey was involved in criminal activity in
doing his sex surveys and 2) that his statistics
were skewed in favor of homosexual deviance, the
deleterious social effects had long since become a
disruptive part of the fabric of American life. The
conservative guardians of the republic's institu
tions were all too often handicapped by a political
view which saw communism as the radix malomrrL
Although it is true that Alger Hiss was in the
employ of the Carnegie Foundation, communism
in the main was not the issue. As Rockefeller's
funding of Kinsey showed, sexual Liberation was
much more to the point. The ideology in vogue at
the foundations was at root sexual, ultimately hav
ing more to do with the transvaluation of ^1 val
ues which Nietzsche proposed than with the Com
munist Manifesto. Its vehicle was libido, which in
classical parlance meant both sexual desire and
the spirit of rebellion; the cover was population
control, a movement which peaked in influence
during the 60s when it came up with dire predic
tions of famine and revolution all supposed to

happen within months of the publication of Paul
Ehrlich's millenialist tract. The Population Bomb.
The bomb, one can safely now say, never went off,
but at the time population control became a con
venient meeting place between Catholics who
wanted acceptance and foundation money and
population controllers like John D. Rockefeller,
3rd, who quite rightly saw that the Catholic
Church was the major remaining obstacle to uni
versal acceptance of contraception. Father
Hesburgh, who served on the board of the
Rockefeller Foundation for 16 years, would prove
to be a key link in this regard.

What happened during the '60s was
Kulturkampf, and in many ways it was a continua
tion of the struggle of the same name which took
place in Germany during the 1870s. In both in
stances, the Enlightenment locked horns with the
Catholic Church; in both instances there was a
struggle over control of schools. However, there
were differences as well. In Kulturkampfin America
in the 1960s, the Enlightenment battled the Catho
lic church over sexual morals. It was a contest to
see whose values would determine the default set
tings for the culture, the secular humanists or the
Catholics who had picked up the sexual standards
the mainline Protestants had let fall. There was
another major difference as well. In Germany the
Catholics presented a united front against
Bismark, who had to turn to the schismatic Old
Catholics for allies in undermining the Church. In
America, this was not the case. The secularists
found a considerable fifth column of collaborators
in the Catholic Church, which they wooed not so
much with the stick of prohibition as with the
carrot of funding, publishing contracts, etc. In
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Prussia Bismark had to content himself with fore- Rockefeller Foundation had funded Kinsey's sex
ing an Old Catholic teacher down the throats of surveys throughout the '40s and early '50s give
the Catholic Gymnasium in Braunsberg. In some indication of what JDR III construed as reti-
America. the Rockefellers discovered Father cence. JDR Ill's father had subsidized Margaret
Hesburgh, the man who would provide them an Sanger and her Birth Control League as well,
entre to the Catholic Church, the only institution prompting one criUc to say that the Rockefellers
in this country which opposed what they had in were to abortion and contraception in America
mind. what the Krupp family was to munitions in Ger-what the Krupp family was to munitions in Ger

many. After undergoing a conversion experience
on the issue of population control at the age of 28,
JDR III became convinced that overpopulation was

y the 1960s the mainline Protestant source of all of the world's problems. John D.
churches, after campaigning for anti-contracep- Rockefeller. 3rd. according to his biographers
tion statutes like the one which the Supreme Court pnsnr and Johnson
would strike down in Griswold v. Connecticut, had
reached the conclusion that not using contracep
tion was immoral. In late 1962 Richard M. Fagley.
Executive Secretary of the Commission of
Churches on International Affairs in New York City
described what he saw as "the emerging Protes
tant consensus regarding the concept of respon
sible parenthood within the doctrine of marriage."
According to this consensus, "motives . rather than
means form the primary moral issue." The couple
can use whatever method it chooses as long as the
motive is not selfishness, etc, etc. Fagley gives no
indication of how to assess motives In his presen
tation. He does claim that the consensus found
"no inherent distinction between periodic conti
nence or the use of contraceptives." He mentions
the story of Onan, "the one biblical mention of an
act with contraceptive intent." but finds the story
ultimately "rather ambiguous." His reading of the
histoiy of the Protestant reformers on the issue
takes a similar tack. They "did not re-examine the
generally profertilily teaching on parenthood" most
probably because they lived in "the underpopu
lated state of northwestern Europe at the time." As
if that weren't reason enough to retard progressive
views on contraception, "the emergence of the new
Protestant consensus was long delayed by the ex
pansion of Europe through the Industrial Revolu
tion and immigration to the Americas and later by
Puritanism and Victorian prudery. Its growth has
been primarily a development of this century."
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never could explain exactly why he had devel
oped such a strong interest in the population field
long before it came into vogue or was generally
recognized as an area of concern. He had seen the
negative effects of too much population growth in
his visit to China in 1929. He had chosen popula
tion as the subject for a reading course he took at
Princeton, where he studied the works of Malthus

and others. He had served on the board of an
organization his father had created, the Bureau of
Social Hygiene, which had supported a number of
projects related to the population field, including
aid to the the clinics of the intrepid birth control
pioneer Margaret Sanger.

In fact, it was Junior's decision to terminate

the Bureau that led his oldest son to volunteer to

make the population field a major focus of his
interest and to do what he could to carry on the
work. In a letter to his father in 1934, he expressed
concern that the support of population studies and
projects would not be picked up by any of the other
Rockefeller organizations, including the foundation,
because of "the element of propaganda and contro
versy which so often is attached to endeavors in
birth control." JDR wrote: "I have come pretty defi
nitely to the conclusion that [birth control) is the
field in which I will be interested, for the present at
least, to concentrate my own giving, as I feel it is so
fundamental and underlying." (Ensor and Johnson,
p. 24)

If all this sounds like special pleading, it might
be helpful to elucidate the context of the docu
ment. Fagley is writing to Frank Notestein, who at to the conclusion that population control, includ-
the time was head of the Population Council, a ing sterilization, contraception and abortion, had
tax-exempt foundation created by John D. become the conditio sine qua non of solving prob-
Rockefeller 3rd in 1952 when he became disen- lems like hunger and development in the Third
chanted with the reticence of his brothers in fund- World. JDR III spent much of the late '40s and
ing controversial issues like sexuality studies and early '50s travelling around the Far East at the
population control. "Its goal" according to the behest ofJohn Foster Dulles, a fact which earned
Population Council's owndescriptionofitself, "has him the name Mr. Asia at The New Yorker. His
been to bring about a reduction in the number of travels there only reconfirmed what he had con-
births that occur in the world." The fact that the

To state the case more precisely, JDR III came
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eluded in his late 20s. Population was the prob
lem.

TX he Population Council considered the de
velopment of the lUD as one of its crowning
achievements. Later to be driven off the market in
the United States as a result of product liability
lawsuits, the lUD looked to be the solution JDR
sought during the 50s. While in Taiwan visiting a
small provincial town where the Population Coun
cil was experimenting with the lUD. JDR III looked
at the mass of people there and said , 'Well, that's
the problem, isn't it?' Then he turned and headed
off for his next meeting." (Horowitz and Collier,
The Rockefellers, p. 291)

Fagley sent the above cited paper to Notestein
with a note adding that "any criticism or counsel
would be welcome" The paper as may be surmised
from its content was not really intended for Prot
estants: it was intended to explain Protestants to
outsiders, in this particular instance Catholics.
Fagley sent his paper to Notestein for approval
because he was intending to present it at a 1962
conference to be held at the University of Notre
Dame on population which was sponsored by a
grant from the Population Council. As a final point
in describing the Protestant Consensus in favor of
contraception. Fagley added that "in the Protes
tant consensus abortion is strongly condemned as
a method of family limitation, since it involves the
destruction of human life." Time would show the
Protestant Consensus flexible on this issue as well,
primarily as a result of Rockefeller money going to
the Methodist sponsored Religious Coalition on
Abortion Rights. But Notestein raised no objection
to Fagley's statement on abortion at the time, prob
ably because he felt that opposition to abortion
would sit well with the Catholics convening at
Notre Dame.

Rockefeller's interest in the Catholic Church
awakened in the early '60s. as the result of the
fact that with the defection of the mainline Protes
tants on sexual issues. Catholics were the main
obstacle to the policies Rockefeller wanted to imple
ment throughout the world. JDRIII was also in
trigued by the news he was hearing about the
impending Vatican Council. During the early '60s
it had become virtually a foregone conclusion
among liberal Catholics that the Church would
change its teaching on birth control. Rockefeller's
biographers, Ensor and Johnson, mention that
"the papacy of John XXIII, who was elevated in
1958, seemed to promise a liberalizing of Roman
Catholic doctrine."

But the attraction was mutual. At the same

time Rockefeller was looking for an opening
whereby he could influence the Catholic Church's
opposition to the modem world in the sexual
arena, the Catholics were looking for more accep
tance from the Protestant consensus, and the
people who ran the foundations. Rene Wormser
complained that Catholics were frozen out of so
cial science research as a result of the conscious
policy of the foundations. As of 1957, Wormser
claims.

There are 30 million Catholics in this country, who
maintain scores of universities and colleges. Their
institutions do not figure among the favored of the
foundation complex, nor are academicians con
nected with them likely to receive research grants
from the complex. Perhaps there is a good reason
for this discrimination. If so, I cannot guess what it
might be. True, Catholic InstituUons were included
among the institutional donees to which The Ford
Foundation recently donated a huge aggregate of
money, a step which deserved the most enthusias
tic approval of the general public. But when it
comes to special, individual grants, to find a Catho
lic InsUtuUon as a donee is a rarity indeed, (p.
235).

For some time during the late '50s Father
Hesburgh had been concerned about this lack of
support from the foundations. Hesburgh, accord
ing to one source, went to the foundations, who
told him that to qualify for money he would have
to remove certain faculty members. Hesburgh
proved amenable to the suggestion and as a result
not only started to get grant money but also was
appointed a trustee of the Rockefeller Foundation
in 1961. He would later become its chairman dur
ing the years when the Rockefeller Foundation
was heavily involved in abortion advocacy.

Hesburgh's decision to accept the chairman
ship of the Rockefeller Foundation on January 14.
1977 unleashed a storm of indignation on the pari;
of prolife activists across the country in general
and Catholic prolifers in particular. Stung by the
criticism. Hesburgh responded in the Notre Dame
student newspaper by claiming that his critics
were misinformed about the Rockefeller's stand on
abortion. "The foundation has nothing to do with
abortion." opined Hesburgh, "In fact you'll never
fmd the word 'abortion' in the report." Father
Hesburgh concluded that his critics should know
the facts before they make inflammatoiy state
ments.

In an article published in the same student
newspaper on April 20. 1977, Professor Charles E.
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Rice of the Notre Dame Law School proved beyond ing American law to permit abortion." In the last
the shadow of a doubt that the word 'abortion' did h^ of 1974, the Rockefeller Foundation made a
in fact rear its ugly head in the reports of the grant of $50,000 to the Institute for its "program
Rockefeller Foundation. The foundation report for in population law." Rice cites a similar grant made
1975 lists a grant to the American Civil Liberties in 1972 and sees it as particularly significant be-
Union Foundation for $5,000 "for distribution to cause "during 1972 the James Madison Constitu-
American obstetricians/gynecologists of the edu- tional Law Institute handled the entire appeal for
cational brochure. The Abortion Controversy—A the abortion side in Roe .v. Wade, and in the
Doctor's Guide to the Law." Planned Parenthood companion case of Doe v. Bolton it filed the princi-
Federation of America received $900,000 from the pal proabortion brief and wrote the legal argu-
Rockefeller Foundation in the second quarter of ments related to the medical aspect of the case. All
1974 for its "Centers for Family Planning Program of this lead Rice to conclude that "in a realistic
Development." sense the Center is the legal spearhead of the

abortion movement."
Rice goes on to cite one instance of Rockefeller-

funded support for abortion after another:

The February
1977 issue of the

Rockefeller-subsi

dized publication.
Abortion Research

Notes, announced

the formation in

September 1976 of
the National Abor

tion Council as a

successor organi
zation to the Asso

ciation for the

Study of Ab.ortion.
another group sup
ported by the
Rockefeller Foun

dation. The Na

tional Abortion

Council

formed "with the

primary aim of fos
tering the accessi
bility of quality
abortion services."

The Rockefeller-

supported Abortion
Research Notes an

nounced that it

had participated in
the organizaUonal meeting of NAC and was "pleased They wanted an entre to the interlocking world of
to present the NAC Statement of Principles." the foundation respectability, where grantsmanship
tenor of which is exemplified by the statements. "It was in many respects an all or nothing proposi-
is essenUal that abortion be readily available at tion. Because of their interlocking nature, once
reasonable fees," and "parental and spousal con- you got money from one you were in the position
sent should not be required." of getting money from all of them, and as the '60s

progressed eind the government expanded its role
Rice also cites Rockefeller Foundation support in funding higher education, foundation accep-

for the Population Law Center, formerly the James tance meant access to government money as well.
Madison Constitutional Law Institute, which "has gut more importantly for people like Hesburgh,
played," according to Rice, "a crucial role in chang- acceptance by the foundations meant intellectual

Father Hesburgh was a member of the board
of directors of the
Rockefeller Founda

tion during this en
tire period. It is.
therefore, difficult to
understand just ex
actly what he means
when he says that
"the foundation has

nothing to do with
abortion." When

Hesburgh

was
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By the early '60s. it was
clear that both the Catholics

and the foundations felt that

they had something to gain
by collaborating. What the
Catholics wanted is obvious.

They wanted money. They
wanted an entre to the inter

locking world of foundation
respectability, where grants
manship was in many re
spects an all or nothing
proposition.

was

asked for a clarifi

cation after the ap
pearance of the Rice
article by the Na
tional Catholic News

Service, he declined
further comment.

By the early
'60s. it was clear
that both the Catho

lics and the founda

tions felt that they
had something to
gain by collaborat
ing. What the
Catholics wanted is

They
money.

obvious,

wanted
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respectability, which the catholic universities of
the time evidently felt they lacked.

1 he conference would actually not take place
until early 1963, but the groundwork preparing
for it took place throughout the summer of 1962.
The initial impetus for the conference came not
from Hesburgh but from a CBS documentary
"Birth Control and the Law," which aired on May
10, 1962. One of the participants was the Rev.
John A. O'Brien, C.S.C. a Notre Dame theologian
who had caught the eye of the pro-contraceptive
crowd when an article of his entitled "Let's Take
Birth Control Out of Politics" had appeared in the
November 10. 1961 issue of Look magazine. The
CBS documentary was widely denounced in the
Catholic press as procontraceptive propaganda.
Rev. John B. Sheehin criticized moderator Eric
Severeid's fawning attitude toward Planned Par
enthood and called the documentary "an extended
cohimercial for that organization."

Other people were, however. On July 6, 1962
Cass Canfleld, Chairman of Planned Parenthood

Tin- 4. r , Foundation ofAmerica and a board member of the
•c 5 foundations wanted was just as spe- Population Council, wrote to Father O'Brien to tella^arent at the time. The histoiy him how he had been following his writings on

of the ^st Notre Dame cor^erence on population birth control for a number ofyears and how im-
goes a long way toward indic^ng what it is the pressed he had been with what O'Brien had to say
foundations, specifically JDR Ill's Population on the recent CBS telecast. In the interest of fos-
Council wanted from amenable Catholics like the
people at Notre Dame. On October 10, 1962 one
day before the openmg of the Second Vatican "small discussion—primarily of Catholic, Protes-
Council, the PopulaUon Council, "following dis- tant and Jewish clergymen" at a New York hotel
cussions among leading Catholic authorities, rep- on the morning of October 25 "to discuss fertility
resentotaves of Placed Paren^ood, and the offic- regulation in the context of responsible parent-ers of t^e PopulaUon Council grated $5,000 to hood and population growth." In closing, Canfleld
the Umversity of Notre Dame to host a "two-day added a few "very general questions" which might
meeting m December which would bring together be discussed at the meeting: such as "what is the
representatives of different religious and other general thinking from various viewpoints on the
^ il to discuss problems of population 'population problem'" and "what are the opportu-growth, with particular mterest in exploring areas nities—among religious groups themselves, and
of possible convergence in approaching these prob- between religious groups and the Planned Parent-

hood Federation —for cooperative thought and ac
tion on these vital matters."

On July 24, Canfleld received a response not
from Father O'Brien, but from George Shuster,
assistant to Father Hesburgh at Notre Dame, in
forming him that O'Brien's attendance at the
Planned Parenthood conference was out of the
question. "It is impossible, as matters stand now,"
Shuster wrote

for Catholic priests and laymen who follow di
rectives (and this is the kind you doubtless want)
to attend a meeting sponsored by Planned Parent
hood. The time is not yet ripe for that. Those in
vited would have to secure permission form the
New York Chancery Oflice to attend, and there
would seem no possibility that the answer would
be afTirmative.

Shuster's objections, upon closer inspection,
revolved more around form than substance. Con-

in,^ D I 1_ XX r . sequently, instead of the New Yoi
*1, It?- / director of Shuster proposed holding virtually thethe Nabonal Catoolic^lfare Conference in Wash- at Notre Dame, implying that the name
mgton claimed that CBS gave evidence of having would somehow purge the meeting of disagreeable
become a public relations medium for a particular associations as well as helping to evade the watch-
phUosophy of life with an oversimplifled solution fui eye ofCardinal Spellman:
to human problems" and went on to wonder why
CBS didn't allow Catholics equal time. Evidently
he missed the contribution of Father O'Brien, or
perhaps he didn't feel that Father O'Brien's sug
gestion that a group of Cathohc and Protestant
experts should get together to "try to iron out the
problem" qualified as the Catholic position. Either
way he was evidently not impressed with Father
O'Brien's position.

tering "dialogue" in this area among religious

same venue

This arrangement would enable prominent
Catholics to attend without difficulty, for any prob
lem involving participation in a meeting sponsored
by Planned Parenthood would have been removed.
The University has arranged and is currently doing
so in a series of meetings in various fields at which
important problems are being discussed on a basis
of parity between Catholics and others.
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In a letter to JDR 3rd on July 31, Canfield can
hardly contain himself, calling Shuster's response
"the answer to a maiden's prayer." An opening of
some significance had finally been found with the
Catholics, the last roadblock to universal accep
tance of contraception. During the '50s the Popu
lation Council had had contact with a Jesuit from
Baltimore by the name of William J. Gibbons, who
requested funding for a "New York Professional
Sodality" from the Population Council which would
attempt to study the problem of overpopulation as
essentially a moral problem."

The Population Council was underwhelmed
by the proposal. Frederic Osbom in a memo to
Dudley Kirk opined that "it is hard to see how
there could be much serious exchange of ideas on
such premises," especially since Father Gibbon
was proposing that each meeting start with a
pledge "to respect the right of each parent to par
ticipate in the creation of life." If this was what the
Catholics had in mind, then the Population Coun
cil wasn't interested. What Shuster was proposing
at Notre Dame was a whole new ball game, how
ever, and Canfield urged JDR III to fund it claim
ing that it "should serve a very useful purpose."

Frank Notestein. who was in on the discus
sion. seemed to concur with Canfield and listed a
number of potential positive outcomes as resulting
from it. To begin with the Population Council and
the pro-contraception Protestants who were in
vited could exert pressure

of the supportive sort on the liberal Catholics
attending, to strengthen In the Church those ele
ments which recognize a) the need for tolerance of
non-CathoIlc views, b) the desirability for restraint
on the part of Catholics seeking legal restrictions
that prevent non-Catholics from following their own
moral views, and c) the need for greater attention
to parental responsibility in Catholic teaching.

4 Beyond that, the conference would provide

an opportunity for the Catholics to educate
non-Catholics In their position, particularly* with a
view to letting us see, in sophisticated form, the
almost immutable constraints faced by the Church
in certain parts of its position and the operations
which are amenable to change.

Notestein felt that it was unrealistic to feel that
a conference of this sort could get the Church to
change its teaching on birth control but it could
help

to strengthen that element in the Church with
which we have many common aspirations and a
minimum of differences." With this in mind, it
would be pointless to publish the results of the
conference because that would incur the wrath of
episcopal authorities and harden the positions into
two immutable fronts. The only influence the pro-
contraceptive party can have is on those influential
Catholics who attend the meeting.

With this in mind. Notestein adds, "it is also
important, on these premises, that we select for
attendance not representative Catholics but Catho
lics who represent the position nearest our own.
This is the group whose influence we would be
endeavoring to enlarge." The Population Council
would fund the Notre Dame meeting, in other
words, on the condition that only "liberal" Catho
lics, i.e., those willing to work for a change in the
Church's position on birth control be invited.
Notestein even suggests "leaving out people such
as Father Zimmerman." evidently referring to the
Rev. Anthony Zimmerman. S.V.D. a noted oppo
nent of population control. In another letter to
JDR III on August 2, Notestein reiterated his oppo
sition to inviting "representative Catholics." The
only people to be invited were Catholics "who rep
resent the position nearest our own."

Personally I would like to reemphaslze my opin
ion that an endeavor be made to have this group
include only the liberal minded Catholics. We will
get simply nowhere If right wing groups are in
volved. These conversations should be between the
people on both sides who have minimum differ
ences of opinion

Throughout the negotiations for the conference,
there is no indication that either Shuster. who
conducted the correspondence, or Hesburgh,
whose approval is noted throughout, objected in
any way to the Population Council's dictating to
Notre Dame the type of Catholic Notre Dame was
allowed to invite to its conference. Evidently
Notestein's specification that only liberal Catholics
should be invited was not construed as an offense
against Hesburgh's principle of "true autonomy
and academic freedom in the face of authority of
whatever kind lay or clerical external to the aca
demic community itself." When it came to the de
mands of the Population Council, Hesburgh's tru-
culence evaporated and was replaced by the most
supine amenability. Notestein obviously feels that
Father Hesburgh is precisely one of their kind of
Catholic and nominates him as chairman of the
conference in place of JDR III, whose connection
with contraception and population control might
prove too controversial. " My guess," Notestein
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wrote referring to Hesburgh, "is that he would be
effective in blocking long-winded arguments in the
ology. which are useless once the positions are
understood. No one is going to make converts at
the theological level."

JDR III was evidently persuaded by Notestein's
arguments. In a letter to Cass Canfield on August
6, JDR III characterized Shuster's proposal as "an
encouraging next step in an important and sensi
tive area." He is also persuaded by Notestein's
suggestion "that the individuals who might attend
be selected from those who have liberal views;
otherwise it would be difficult for the meetings to
be very constructive."

!^3y early August the Notre Dame Conference
was pretty much a done deal, at least in the higher
echelons of the Population Council By September
of 1962 the Population Council was dictating not
only who was to be invited but what books were to
be displayed and discussed (e.g. A Citizen's Per
spective on Population by J. D. Rockefeller and
Does Overpopulation Mean Poverty, by Joseph
Jones) as well as the questions to be asked and
without too much stretching of the imagination
the answers to those questions as well. Hesburgh's
abject acceptance of Rockefeller's terms gives some
indication that academic freedom was a one way
street. It was used in 1962, as it was in the Land
O'Lakes statement in 1967, to protect Catholic
students from the influence of the Catholic Church.

When it came to the stipulations the Population
Council put on the 1962 conference at Notre Dame,
it was not used at all.. "Conferees," Canfield writes
in his memo "Some Random Suggestions about
the Notre Dame Conference," "should discuss ques
tion of whether the adherents of any faith have a
right to try and influence legislation, except as
individuals expressing their own views."

It didn't take a genius to figure out the right
answer to a question phrased in that tendentious
manner. Catholics of the liberal sort were to pro
claim publicly that their opposition to contracep
tion was "personal" and that they wouldn't dream
of imposing their views on others, and most cer
tainly would not try to influence legislation.

The fact of the matter is that at this point
Rockefeller did not feel he could get the Church to
change its teaching on contraception—at a later
date he would be of another opinion on the mat
ter. He did feel though that the Population Council
might persuade liberal Catholics to persuade their
less enlightened co-religionists that they as Catho
lics had no business trying to influence legislation

concerning contraception in the United States.
Planned Parenthood had already targeted the Con
necticut contraception statute for overturning, as
a prelude, Leo Pfeffer would later say, for state
subsidized contraception aimed at primarily Negro
welfare recipients. T^e main obstacle in the imple
mentation of this design was the opposition of the
Catholic Church.

Canfield kept hammering home the point that
when it came to contraception reasonable Catho
lics— i.e.. the kind who wanted money from the
Rockefellers—were supposed to keep their opin
ions to themselves. This was the purpose of the
conference, and by accepting the Population
Council's money on their terms, Hesburgh showed
that he acquiesced in the arrangement. The con
ferees were-to understand that if "a religious group,
as such, should try and influence legislation, (that]
would bring up the question of Tolerance." The
reason, according to Canfield, the Population
Council was putting up the money was in the
"hope that the liberal views of certain Catholics
will gain greater currency within the Church and
that practical considerations in connection with
limiting population (as well as biological research,
partly or wholly sponsored by Catholics) will lead
them to become less and less restrictive as to
methods."

Fred Jaffe, associate director of information
and education at Planned Parenthood, took part
in the memo dialogue and came to pretty much
the same conclusions. The conference should "fo
cus on objectives rather than methods." this would
pare the differences down to size and also, al
though he doesn't state this, make the Church
seem unreasonable by its insistence that certain
methods are illicit, whereas the Population Coun
cil could give the impression to being open to them
all. Jaffee concluded by submitting his list of ac
ceptable Catholics. These would include the al
ready mentioned Father Gibbons, SJ., Father Jo
seph Gremillion of the National Catholic Welfare
Conference, who would have a long association
with Notre Dame, Father Hesburgh, and Father
Walter Imbiorski of the Cana Conference in Chi
cago.

On October 29, Shuster again wrote to Canfield
discussing publicity and indicating that he was
involved in not a little duplicity in this regard. He
requests that no advance publicity be given to the
conference lest the wrong people get wind of it.
including perhaps the local bishop, but in the
same letter he indicates that in the hope of "indi-.
rect benefits" he has invited "one or two editors of
key Catholic periodicals." This echoes pretty much
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what Shuster said to Canfield in August when he
claimed that "we are walking upon relatively diffi
cult terrain and a measure of caution, in the hope
of better things to follow is indicated." Shuster
was not so much interested in keeping the sympo
sium secret as he was in managing the way the
information on it came out. Publicity would only
be harmful if the wrong people showed up before
hand. Notestein in a note written after the confer
ence hopes that "there were no unfortunate leaks
so far as publicity is concerned," and Shuster as
sures him that "there were no leaks, thank heav-

"Hope of better things to follow" from Shuster
and Hesburgh's point of view meant more money
from more foundations for more conferences un
dermining the Church's position on contraception.
On June 5. 1963 Shuster submitted a proposal
asking for funding for virtually the same confer
ence to the Ford Foundation. The conference was
"to achieve a consensus which would first serve as
a firm and clear basis for dialogue, and second
point out areas for future study and discussion."
which is pretty much what the first one had done.
However, this time Shuster sweetens the pot by
adding that "the objective is to prepare a final
statement and distribute it widely." The statement
would, it was understood, be Catholic academe
calling for a change in the Church's teaching,
something that would most probably not change
the teaching but something which would prove
embarrassing to the Church nonetheless, espe
cially if it were promoted by the media. "1 am not
going to stress further the obvious importance of
this effort." Shuster wrote to Oscar Harkavy, head
of the Ford Foundation. "The interest of Cardinal
Meyer [Shuster's emphasis]—which is the only part
of this letter which is at present confidential—
suffices to indicate that these deliberations may
find an echo far beyond the confines of the United
States."

The Rockefeller crowd got the proposal passed
on to them directly from Harkavy (something which
indicates just how close the interlock between the
foundations was). Harkavy was in effect asking
the people at the Population Council whether he
should fund Notre Dame's grant or not, and the
Pop Council seemed less than enthused by the
prospect of another conference much less a whole
series of conferences. The Population Council had
gone to bed with Notre Dame and in the morning
decided that it didn't respect her anymore. Ford
would eventually go on to sponsor a whole series
of conferences during which the Catholics as
sembled at Notre Dame denounced in increasingly
strident terms the Church's position opposing con-
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traception. But the contempt in which the Pop
Council held Notre Dame is evident in the tone of
their memos. Dudley Kirk after suggesting that
they might "sponsor this and play it further by
ear" goes on to wonder "whether to feel flattered or
otherwise at being the only heretic proposed for
inclusion in he first conference." Which prompts
Marshall C. Balfour to add, "Hooray for the her
etic: the cards are surely stacked against him!
That is. unless, the way is being prepared for Pope
Paul to change the rules of the game."

L he wing of the Catholic church whose con
ferences were sponsored by Rockefeller money were
clearly planning for such an eventuality. Since
most of the players were both old and ostensibly
celibate, there is no reason to believe that they
were hoping to benefit directly form such a change.
But a change in the Church's teaching would mean
that they as Catholic academics would be accept
able to the foundation power brokers and an ac
ceptable member of the Protestant consensus as
well. They would be considered Americans in full
standing, which has always been the aspiration of
a certain kind of Catholic in this countiy. With
people like Father Hesburgh calling the shots for
Catholics in the United States, the pope could
unpack his bags. It would furthermore show that
Hesburgh and company had considerable clout
among their co-religionists. If they could show that
they had delivered the vote on contraception, they
might be valuable for wringing other concessions
from the Church further down the line—in case
the Protestant consensus did a 180 degree turn on
abortion, for example. Perhaps this is why people
like Shuster and Hesburgh pursued the idea of
the contraception conferences with such avidity
throughout the mid-'60s.

Throughout the entire degrading process of ap
plying for a grant which specified not only who
Notre Dame could and could not invite, the books
that were to be discussed as well as the questions
and (by implication) answers that were to arise
during the course of discussion, there is not one
indication that Father Hesburgh thought that the
academic freedom of Notre Dame was being com
promised. His vigilance for academic freedom vir
tually ceased to exist when it came to the
Rockefellers, who set much more stringent stipu
lations than any proposed by Cardinal Ottaviani
or the Vatican. This policy of no enemies to the left
was to have several far-reaching consequences.
First of all, academic freedom was defined as de
facto the right to proselytize for sexual liberation.
This was true not only of Catholic universities but



across the board. Political correctness is in the

final analysis the use of the tropes of academe for
this end, including most especially race, some
thing which I have written on at length elsewhere.
Secondly, through Hesburgh's efforts, the Church
lost control of Notre Dame and in the place of
Catholicism liberalism was installed as the
university's regnant ideology. Thirdly, sexual lib
eration has come home to roost at Notre Dame as

the theology department was plagued by a series
of sexual scandals throughout the period following
the Land O Lakes statement, its declaration of
independence from Church controL the 1967. In
September 1987, Rev. Niels K. Rasmussen, OP,
head of the liturgy program at Notre Dame, was
found shot to death in the basement of his home
surrounded by homosexual pornography, the para
phernalia of sado-masochism, and automatic
weapons. When Notre Dame tried to give
Rasmussen a Christian burial—against the express
wishes of his wlll-cum-suicide note—a bomb threat

interrupted the services and emptied Sacred Heart
Church on campus. Rasmussen's case is only the
most spectacular instance of a series of sexual
scandals which take place with such regularity
that no gets very upset about them anymore (See
"Requiem for a Liturgist," Fidelity. January 1988).

On June 27. 1992, John Howard Yoder, a Men-
nonite theologian and professor of Christian ethics
at Notre Dame was defrocked by the Mennonlte
Church for sexually molesting a number of female
graduate students. The Code of Canon Law of the
Catholic Church specifies that teachers at Catho
lic institutions must lead upright moral lives to
teach there, but Notre Dame has long since de
cided that that canon law is an impermissible in
fringement on its academic freedom, and so Yoder
after being stripped of his ministerial credentials
by the Mennonites continued as a professor in
good standing at Notre Dame.

Experience has shown that expressing reserva
tions about the secularization of Notre Dame is not

conducive to advancement there. In April and May
of 1991, Rev. James T. Burtchaell, C.S.C. pub
lished a series of articles in the neoconservative

journal First Things entitled The Decline and Fall
of the Christian College." Although he was writing
ostensibly about Vanderbilt, it was not difficult to
see that what he had to say applied to Notre Dame
as well. Burtchaell. it should be remembered, was
Notre Dame's provost under Hesburgh. when the
university issued its declaration of independence
from the Church, the Land o' Lakes statement of
1967. The alienation," Burtchaell wrote describ
ing the separation of the university from the
Church,

usually required as well an academic administra
tor [i.e.. Father Hesburgh] whose determination to
transfigure the institution and whose ego (if those
be not synonymous) Inclined him to neutralize all
potential rivals to his leadership [i.e. Father
Burtchaell]. Typically the board of trustees was
reconfigured to follow administrative leadership
without let or hindrance [i.e. the lay board estab
lished by Land o' Lakes), the faculty was tamed
with increased emoluments and funds for scholar

ship, and the donors and public were won over by
a rhetoric of assurance. The only threat remaining
resided within the church. Because the church's

members, by and large , were not so impressed by
higher education that they were ready to subsidize,
or abide it when it became too outspoken and criti
cal and because its officers [i.e. the bishops] sensed
no competence in themselves to interact with aca
demics save from a position of control, the admin
istration sensed rightly that the church held the
latent power to bring down everything he ( i.e., .
Hesburgh) was striving to build up.

!Burtchaell's description of Vanderbilt was
more than just a roman a clef describing Notre
Dame. It was to prove his downfall as well. In
December of 1991, the only man at Notre Dame
who had the temerity to stand up to John D.
Rockefeller 3rd (see the preface to Burtchaell's
Rachel Weeping] found himself accused of homo
sexual misconduct and expelled from the univer
sity. Given the sexual dereliction rampant in Notre
Dame's theology department, it was at best—even
if the allegations were true, and Burtchaell gave
some indication that they were not—a case of se
lective prosecution. It was also one more sign that
academic freedom at Notre Dame was defined in a
peculiar way that was dangerous to misinterpret.
Those who think it entails the freedom to disagree
with the Rockefeller agenda would do well to pon
der the case of Father Burtchaell.

Those who think the morality tale applies to
Notre Dame alone are invited to ponder the parlous
state of academic life in general in this country
where academic freedom has become a one-way
street and passable only to those who are willing
to sign on as footsoldiers in the sexual revolution.
Those who think that Hesburgh's alienation of
Notre Dame from the Catholic Church is a purely
academic matter would do well to read Splendor
Veritatis, the pope's latest encyclical. Dissent from
the Church's sexual teaching has had a devastat
ing effect on the Church in the West, and the
heart of that dissent is the alienated Catholic uni
versity. Until these universities are either cut loose
or brought in line, there will be no peace in the
Church.
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